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Deliverables

- Terms & Definitions
- Package Type Quick Reference Guide
- Journal Package Title Lists with Usage Data, Subscription Site, entitlement, list price, etc.
- Individual Journal Subscriptions with Usage Data, Cost, etc.
- Database Subscriptions with Usage Data, Cost, etc.
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Work is completed in two week sprints by a team of 5-7 people.
What is the story driving the work that needs to be done?
Sprint Planning Meeting

What tasks need to be complete so that the story can unfold and reach its conclusion?
What tasks need to be complete so that the story can unfold and reach its conclusion?
How many hours does the team have available during the two week sprint?

How many hours does the team estimate each task will take?
Playing Sprint Planning Poker...

How many hours does the team estimate each task will take?
Who will complete each task?
Daily Check In

What did you do yesterday?

Time on each task?

What problems did you encounter?

What do you plan to work on today?
UConn’s Path

Scrum Way
Sprint #1 ~ 2.5 Weeks
Anticipated Time Available: 98 Hours
Estimated Time on Task: 44 Hours
Actual Time to Complete all Tasks: 46.75 Hours

Sprint #2 ~ 4 Weeks
Anticipated Time Available: 90 Hours (initial 2 weeks)
Estimated Time on Task: 138 Hours
Actual Time to Complete all Tasks: 114 Hours

Sprint #3 ~ 3 Weeks
Anticipated Time Available: 72 Hours
Estimated Time on Task: 72 Hours
Actual Time to Complete all Tasks: 82.75 Hours
Thank you!
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